Experience our award-winning subscriptions.

Classroom Solutions
Our Lightbox Learning Classroom Solutions include reliable, trustworthy information and activities that stimulate the imagination and improve outcomes. Access more than 1,000 ready-to-use titles to create custom blended learning solutions that motivate students and address multiple learning styles. Subject areas include social studies, science, language arts, math, and sports. Lightbox titles align with both national and state curriculum standards.

Library Solutions
AV2 stands for “added value and audio visual.” This represents how our interactive eBooks come packed with a host of supplementary digital resources. Our AV2 Library Solutions consist of eye-catching titles infused with audiovisual and multimedia components that supplement learning and appeal to the interests of young readers.

AV2 Library Solutions feature a wide range of high-interest topics from categories such as animals, sports, cultures, and space. Our collection continuously grows to meet the ever-changing demands of student interests and educator needs.

What educators are saying about our subscriptions:

“Competitively priced and rich with features, Lightbox effectively curates a variety of related resources, along with reading supports for students and curriculum and assessment tools for teachers.”
-School Library Journal

“Lightbox is classroom ready for the digital age. It’s a solid solution for flipped and regular classrooms. The K–12 content is vast, conveniently organized and searched, mapped to Common Core Standards, and ready to go. The interactive e-book platform allows students to learn independently and explore topics using a wide variety of multimedia on any device.”
-Academics’ Choice

“The AV2 Subscription is excellent for developing listening/comprehension skills as well as helping to recognize words, and develop reading and vocabulary skills.”
-Academics’ Choice

Start a FREE 30-day trial today! www.openlightbox.com/trial
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